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Political Views of Graduates of  
University of Michigan Law School, 
Classes of 1952-2001 
 
David Chambers 
 
 
NOTE added 2019: 
  
In 1967, the University of Michigan Law School began an annual survey of 
selected classes of its alumni. The survey was administered by mail for forty consecutive 
years until 2006, when it was suspended upon the retirements of the survey’s long-time 
co-directors, David L. Chambers and Terry K. Adams.  In 2014, the survey was revived 
by Professor J. J. Prescott and was continued annually thereafter online. 
 
The following memorandum is one of a group of internal papers Chambers wrote 
in 2009 and 2010 – after the survey project was suspended but before its revival – on a 
range of topics that the initial forty years of data permit exploring. Some of the internal 
memoranda became publications, The memo here did not. Thus, the accuracy of the 
tables and other statistical figures in this memo have not been double-checked as they 
would have been if formally published. To verify the findings reported here and for 
access to additional data from years after the Project was revived, qualified researchers 
may apply for access to the full Project dataset. For guidance, go to 
https://repository.law.umich.edu/alumni_survey/alumni_survey_dataset.html.  
 
 For important background information on the Project, the reader is encouraged to 
read The University of Michigan Law School Alumni Survey Project: Description, Scope 
and Limits (2019), a seven-page memo available on this website. 
https://repository.law.umich.edu/alumni_survey_scholarship/  
 
David L. Chambers 
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David Chambers 
Alumpaper- political views 
June 12, 2008, edits 2019 
 
 
Political Views of the Graduates of  
University of Michigan Law School, 
Classes of 1952-2001 
  
 Across many years, the University of Michigan Alumni Survey included two 
questions about the respondents’ political views. The first was about their views at the 
time they were surveyed, the second was about their recollection of what their views had 
been when they started law school, however long ago it was.  
 
 
Political Views at the Time of the Survey. 
 
Every year since 1981, with the surveys of the class of 1976 after it had been out 
of law school 5 years and the class of 1966 after it been out 15 years, the survey has 
included the following question about respondents’ current political views: 
 
Do you consider your political views: (please circle one) 
 
  Extremely                                Extremely 
liberal/left                conservative/right 
 
                   1  2              3              4              5              6              7    
 
 In 1997, when we began surveying the classes 25, 35, and 45 years out, we 
included the same question on their surveys. The project thus has information on political 
views for  26 consecutive years of surveys of the classes 5 and 15 years out and ten 
consecutive years of surveys of the classes 25, 35, and 45 years out. In this memo, we 
focus primarily on the last ten years of the Project when all 50 classes graduating 
between 1952 and 2001 were each surveyed once. Doing so permits comparisons of 
graduates from varying decades as reported during a common period.  
 
Table 1 below groups classes by decades of and reports on the distribution of their 
responses. Note as you read the table that because “1” indicated extremely liberal and “7” 
indicated extremely conservative, the higher the mean reported for a group, the more 
conservative the group. 
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Table 1 
 
Current Political Views of Respondents to Surveys  
Conducted Between 1997 and 2006  
Of graduating classes, 1952-2001 
 
  
 
 
N= 
Mean 
on 
scale 
of 1-7 
 
Extreme 
liberal 
(1) 
 
 
Liberal 
(2-3) 
Middle 
of the 
road 
(4) 
 
Conser- 
vative 
(5-6) 
Extreme 
 Conser- 
  vative 
(7) 
Classes of 1992- 2001,  
   5 years after law school 
 
 2253 
 
3.32 
 
7% 
 
55% 
 
16% 
 
22% 
 
1% 
Classes of 1982-1991,  
  15 years after law school 
 
 2137 
 
  3.48 
 
5% 
 
52% 
 
18% 
 
24% 
 
2% 
Classes of 1972-1981, 
   25 years after law school 
 
 2204 
 
  3.54 
 
5% 
 
49% 
 
16% 
 
29% 
 
1% 
Classes of 1962-1971, 
   35 years after law school 
 
 1906 
 
  3.86 
 
4% 
 
41% 
 
18% 
 
38% 
 
1% 
Classes of 1952-1961, 
   45 years after law school 
 
 1345 
 
  4.25 
 
2% 
 
30% 
 
19% 
 
46% 
 
3% 
Run: ls08b 
 
 
 
Some points to be drawn from the table: 
 
1. Though there is rather little difference in the political views of the 5, 15, and 25 
year groups, still the longer graduates have been out of law school, the more 
conservative they reported themselves.  From this table alone it is, of course, 
impossible to tell if the comparative conservatism of the older classes is simply an 
effect of aging (that is, the older classes were as liberal as the younger when they 
were students and their views have moved to the right with the passage of time)  or 
a cohort effect (that is, as cohorts, the grads 35 and 45 years may already have 
been more conservative back when they were in law school than were the 
graduates of more recent classes. (As will become clear later, we have strong 
evidence that for Michigan graduates some of each effect is going on. That is, our 
respondents across all years of graduates, report themselves, in general, as 
becoming somewhat more conservative as they age. At the same time, it also the 
case that the composition of student body as a whole has changed greatly over time 
in ways that have altered the political complexion of the student body. Nearly all 
the graduates in the classes of 1952-1961, whereas by the most recent graduating 
classes more than half the class were female or minority or both.) 
  
2. The 5, 15, 25 and 35 year groups each have substantially more respondents who 
place themselves to the left of center than to the right of center. Only the 45 year 
classes included more conservatives than liberals. 
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3. Few graduates put themselves at the extremes (categories 1 or 7), though, in all but 
the 45 year classes more respondents considered themselves extremely liberal/left 
than considered themselves extremely conservative/right.   
 
4. In each group by years out, about a sixth of respondents put themselves in the 
middle-of-the road category. (4) 
 
 
 
 
On the next page, I’ve broken the table above into two tables – one for women and 
one for men. Among the pieces of socio-economic data available to us, sex is the one 
most strongly related to political attitudes. 
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Political Views of FEMALE Respondents to Surveys 
Conducted Between 1997 and 2006 
 
            |   1   |  2-3  |   4   |  5-6  |   7   | Totals   Mean 
            |-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------| 
     5 YEAR |     82|    604|    148|    136|      3|  973     3.00 
      ROW  %|    8.4|   62.1|   15.2|   14.0|    0.3| 100.0     
            |-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------| 
     15 YEAR|     48|    448|    114|    106|      5|  721     3.08 
      ROW  %|    6.7|   62.1|   15.8|   14.7|    0.7| 100.0     
            |-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------| 
     25 YEAR|     48|    266|     53|     43|      4|  414     2.84 
      ROW  %|   11.6|   64.3|   12.8|   10.4|    1.0| 100.0     
            |-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------| 
     35 YEAR|      8|     32|     13|     11|      0|   64     3.14 
      ROW  %|   12.5|   50.0|   20.3|   17.2|    0.0| 100.0     
            |-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------| 
     45 YEAR|      0|      9|      7|      4|      1|    21    3.67 
      ROW  %|    0.0|   42.9|   33.3|   19.0|    4.8| 100.0     
            |-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------| 
      ROW  %     8.5    62.0    15.3    13.7     0.6  100.0 
 
 
 
Political Views of MALE Respondents to Surveys 
Conducted Between 1997 and 2006 
    
             
            |   1   |  2-3  |   4   |  5-6  |   7   | Totals   Mean 
            |-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------| 
      5 YEAR|     71|    630|    208|    353|     18|  1,280   3.56 
      ROW  %|    5.5|   49.2|   16.2|   27.6|    1.4|  100.0 
            |-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------| 
     15 YEAR|     53|    666|    265|    401|     31|  1,416   3.68 
      ROW  %|    3.7|   47.0|   18.7|   28.3|    2.2|  100.0 
            |-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------| 
     25 YEAR|     67|    810|    312|    586|     15|  1,790   3.71 
      ROW  %|    3.7|   45.3|   17.4|   32.7|    0.8|  100.0 
            |-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------| 
     35 YEAR|     59|    723|    332|    709|     19|  1,842   3.88 
      ROW  %|    3.2|   39.3|   18.0|   38.5|    1.0|  100.0 
            |-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------| 
     45 YEAR|     20|    401|    244|    614|     45|  1,324   4.26 
      ROW  %|    1.5|   30.3|   18.4|   46.4|    3.4|  100.0 
            |-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------| 
      ROW  %     3.5    42.2    17.8    34.8     1.7   100.0 
        (See run ls08b; printout 1) 
Points: 
 
    *  Regardless of length of time since finishing law school, women in general report 
themselves as a lot more liberal than men report themselves. Taking all women together 
across all graduating classes (see bottom row in top table), 70.5 percent of them placed 
themselves to the left of center and only 14.3 percent to the right, whereas taking all men 
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together (bottom row, second table), 45.7 percent of them placed themselves to the left of 
center and 36.5 percent placed themselves to the right.   
 
 
    *  Among women, there are only small differences in their overall degree of liberalness 
regardless of how long they’ve been out of law school. The women 25 years out report 
themselves to be slightly more liberal as a group than them women 5 years out report 
themselves. (The higher figure for the 45 year women is based on tiny numbers, only 21 
respondents)  In mild contrast, though men in general been consistently reported 
themselves as more conservative than women report themselves, the men in the 
graduating classes 5 years out see themselves as considerably more liberal than the men 
35 and 45 years out see themselves.  
 
 
 
Sex was not the only characteristic that accounted for differences among the 
political views of respondents. African-Americans have consistently across time reported 
themselves, as a group, as more liberal than white or Hispanics have reported themselves.  
In addition, graduates whose fathers were teachers or blue-collar workers report 
themselves as more liberal than those whose fathers were business owners or executives 
and graduates who were undergraduate majors in humanities or the social sciences have 
consistently reported themselves as more liberal than those who majored in engineering, 
business, or economics. 
 
 In regressions on current political views (1-7), we are able to explain only a small 
portion of the differences with the other information available to us. Much more analysis 
of this question could be attempted. The results of our preliminary efforts are set forth in 
three tables at the end of this memo.   
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Political Views During Law School and Changes in Views over Time.  
 
Beginning in 1987, six years after the survey first asked graduates to characterize 
their current political views, we added to the 5- and 15-year surveys the following 
question: 
 
Think back on your political attitudes when you began law school. How would you 
characterize now the attitudes you had then? 
 
  Extremely                                Extremely 
liberal/left                conservative/right 
 
                   1  2              3              4              5              6              7    
 
 
Ten years later, when we began surveying the 25, 35, and 45 year graduates, we 
did not include this question. Thus, while we have 20 consecutive years of recollections 
of political views during law school for the 5 and 15 year classes ,we have no information 
on the views during law school of the earlier classes. 
 
The question about political views during law school immediately followed the 
question about current political views and thus we have reason to believe (or at least 
hope) that respondents were adverting to their answer to their current when answering the 
question about their past.   
 
In overwhelming numbers, the respondents five years out of law school remember 
themselves as having held the same or close to the same views at the beginning of law 
school that they reported at the time of our survey.  57 percent of the five-year 
respondents circled the same number in response to both questions. Of the remaining 43 
percent, the huge majority, around three-fourths, changed by only one step. 
Unsurprisingly, nearly two-thirds of those whose views changed had become at least one 
level more conservative. (I say unsurprising in part because with such a high proportion 
of respondents scoring themselves as a 1 or a 2 as their current views, there was little 
room for them to have been farther to the left when in law school.  Thus, the group who 
most frequently reported a chance were those who said they were “extremely liberal/left” 
(category 1) during law school. 46% of this group had become at least a little more 
conservative.1  Conversely, about 37% of those who reported themselves as right of 
center during law school become at least one step to the left.) 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 See first table in ls08k, printout 2.) 
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 Given the modest changes in self-reported political views, it should come as no 
surprise that the patterns we reported in the first section above about groups reporting 
political views significantly more to the left than other students (women and African-
American students in particular, those who majored in humanities or social science) are 
also the groups that were significantly more often to the left when they were in law 
school. See run ls08k, printout 2. Among five-year graduates, men were somewhat more 
likely than women to report themselves as having become more conservative since law 
school. 
 
Among the respondents surveyed fifteen years after law school, substantially 
fewer (40%) report political views that haven’t changed at all. 52% have become more 
conservative, only 8 percent have become more liberal, and again 75-80 percent have 
changed by one step only since law school.  Again also, the greatest change was among 
those who said they were “extremely liberal/left” in law school. 63 percent of this group 
had become more conservative. Conversely, about 26 percent of those who said that they 
were conservative (5-7) in law school had become at least one step more liberal. 
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THREE REGRESSIONS on current political views (v700) 
 
1. SEX, RACE, ETC. 
 
Total case count:     17456 
STANDARD REGRESSION 
  
 THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS V700: POLITICAL LIB-CON      
  
      MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 0.3020    ADJUSTED   0.3013 
  
      FRACTION OF EXPLAINED VARIANCE   0.0912    ADJUSTED   0.0908 
   
      CONSTANT TERM    18.932               STD. ERROR   3.25894     
  
  
  VARIABLE     NAME                  BETA       MARGINAL 
             RSQD 
     V3  CLASS YEAR               -0.64150E-01    .001 
     V4  survey type/yrssincegrad  0.20777E-01    .000    
    V12  GENDER/SEX                0.15442        .021 
  R1011  is african-amer?         -0.71763E-01    .005 
  R2011  is hispanic?             -0.85805E-02    .000 
  R3011  is other nonwhite?       -0.69080E-02    .000 
    R43  major: bus/engin          0.12466        .015   
   V413  UMLS FINAL GPA           -0.29280E-01    .001 
  R2452  is gov or legserv atty?  -0.10191        .010 
  
 
In regressions, only three items of information – gender, majoring in 
business, economics or engineering, and working currently in 
government, legal services or public interest work prove strongly tied 
to being liberal. Being African-American is also significant, but 
because of their small numbers fails to explain much of the variance. 
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2. PERSONALITY TRAITS, SKILLS 
 
I ran a regression in which I threw all the variables based on the 
questions asking respondents to compare themselves to other lawyers 
their age.   
 
 Total case count:     12269 
 
 THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS V700: POLITICAL LIB-CON      
  
MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT        0.3716    ADJUSTED   0.3707 
  
FRACTION OF EXPLAINED VARIANCE          0.1381    ADJUSTED   0.1374 
  
VARIABLE     NAME                      BETA          MARGINAL 
                RSQD 
   V737  COMP OTHATTYS:DEALS        0.70132E-01        .003   
   V738  COMP OTHATTYS:WRITING     -0.58147E-01        .003 
   V739  COMP OTHATTYS:AGGRESSIVE  -0.23848E-01        .000     
   V740  COMP OTHATTYS:SKEPTICAL    0.34527E-02        .000 
   V741  COMP OTHATTYS:COMPULSIVE   0.49255E-01        .002   
   V742  COMP OTHATTYS:IMPACT      -0.21297            .035 
 (“concerned about impact of your 
      work on society”) 
   V743  COMP OTHATTYS:HONEST       0.16025            .016 
 (“honest”)          
   V744  COMP OTHATTYS:MONEY        0.12023            .011 
 (“concerned about making a lot 
        of money”)     
   V745  COMP OTHATTYS:COMPASSION  -0.16995            .020 
 (“compassionate”) 
   V746  COMP OTHATTYS:SELF-CONF    0.39622E-01        .001   
 
As you see, four of the last five on the list (variables 742-745) 
proved strongly associated with political attitude: those who saw 
themselves as more concerned than other lawyers about the impact of 
their work on society and those who saw themselves as more 
compassionate were more likely to be liberal. Those who were 
comparatively more concerned about making a lot of money and those who 
saw themselves as more honest than other lawyers were most likely to be 
conservatives. These relationships are unsurprising except for 
conservatives being more likely to see themselves as more honest than 
other lawyers. Maybe conservatives are just more honest. Or maybe 
conservatives are simply more likely than liberals to know and deal 
with a lot of dishonest lawyers. 
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3. COMBINATION OF 1 AND 2 ABOVE.  
 
Total case count:     12569 
 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT        0.4248    ADJUSTED   0.4238 
  
FRACTION OF EXPLAINED VARIANCE          0.1805    ADJUSTED   0.1796 
 
 
  VARIABLE     NAME                    BETA         MARGINAL 
         RSQD 
   
     V3  CLASS YEAR                 -0.19097          .005  
     V4  survey type/yrssincegrad   -0.11433          .003 
    V12  GENDER/SEX                  0.11007          .010 
  R1011  is african-amer?           -0.63628E-01      .004 
  R2011  is hispanic?               -0.26273E-02      .000 
  R3011  is other nonwhite?          0.32569E-03      .000  
    R43  major: bus/engin            0.81173E-01      .006  
   V413  UMLS FINAL GPA             -0.44203E-01      .001 
  R2452  is gov or legserv atty?    -0.40284E-01      .002  
   V742  COMP OTHATTYS:IMPACT       -0.18598          .027 
     (“concerned about the impact  
  of your work on society”) 
   V743  COMP OTHATTYS:HONEST        0.15945          .018  
      (“honest”)     
   V744  COMP OTHATTYS:MONEY         0.12066          .013  
 (“concerned about making a lot 
        of money”)     
   V745  COMP OTHATTYS:COMPASSION   -0.14645          .015 
 (compassionate)    
  
I ran a regression using all the SES variables from the first 
regression as well as the four personality trait variables that had 
proved significant in the second regression. As you see the four trait 
variables, and particularly “concerned about the impact of society of 
your work,” hold their strength. On the other hand, the relevance of 
gender and majoring in business, etc., while remaining substantial, is 
significantly reduced, and the relevance of being a government or legal 
services attorney shrivels almost completely.  
